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Functional Overview 

 

TECHNOSOFT HREngine Express is the built-in 
user front-end program to work with 
TECHNOSOFT HRServers. It contains all basic 
functionalities to maintain your HR masters, 
perform payroll calculation, and report on 
personal, employment, and payroll data. It 
comes with one localization module of your 
choice to handle specifically the local 
government and regulatory requirements in 
your country. 

HR management function provides standard 
HR movement update through tabular form or 
specialized “HR Forms”. 

Payroll processing function includes multi-
cycle payroll calculation, bank autopay file 
creation, tax return and fund contribution 
remittance submission. 

Reports are available on-screen as statistical 
charts, query datasheets, print-out, or export 
to Excel or PDF files. 

 

Multiple Company Handling 
HREngine Express is multi-company 
ready with unlimited number of 
company entities in one single 
database. Different policies can be set 
up for different companies. Analysis 
and reporting can be summarized by 
company or consolidated by groups. 

HR Movements  
The Employee Datasheet provides one-stop HR master data update for most HR movement 
transactions by filtering through the employee master and changing the fields. HR transactions and 
audit logs are created automatically in the background.  
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HR Forms 
Or, if you favor the conventional look and 
feel of filling in HR forms, HREngine Express 
comes with an array of standard HR Forms – 
from New Employments, Promotion, 
Transfer, all the way to Termination. There’s 
always a form suitable to match the HR 
activity to carry out.  

What’s more, with a little I.T. knowledge, 
you can also embed your own HR Form 
design and logics into the array and work 
with HREngine Express like a customized 
solution. 

Processes 
Payroll Calculation is just one of the many processes 
available with the HREngine Express front-end. Built-in 
processors cover Payslip preparation, Bank Payment 
processing, Tax and Fund (for one country) reporting 
and submission (where applicable). It also allows 
unlimited plug-in processes, both from the HREngine 
suite and external third-party programs. Optional plug-
in modules include Time Attendance, Leave 
Administration, additional country and location 
processing etc. 

 

Charts 

HREngine Express also comes with chart displays and 
designs so that you may extract HR and payroll data for 
statistics and analysis in simple steps and under the 
same user front-end. If your need is not too 
sophisticated, there is no need to acquire expensive 
business reporting tools to visualize the data already on-
hand. 

Reports 
Reports are indispensable items in HR management and 
payroll processing. HREngine Express includes a 
comprehensive list of standard built-in reports and 
listings for management and operation use, covering: 

 HR management and analysis 

 Payroll and costing control, summary, and 
reconciliation 

 Tax and Fund control and summary 

 Statutory required reporting 

And for each optional plug-in module, there is also an 
extra list of relevant reports and listings to support the 
additional feature.  

All reports are created from the HRServers Reporting 
Server (RPS) and so are available for further 
developments, enhancements, and integration into 
other systems. Moreover, HREngine Express provides 
export functions for all reports into Excel format, CSV 
format or PDF format. 

 

 

Extensibility 
The extensibility feature of HREngine Express 
allows further developments and additions to 
the user front-end software. It is itself a core 
framework connected to HRServers on which 
you may customize additional functions and 
features around the HRServers scope and 
database. For example, you can: 

 Design custom HR forms for input and 
display of HR information 

 Create new HR or calculation processes 
to work seamlessly in the “Processing” 
menu 

 Extend or create new reports to show 
within HREngine Express Reports 

What’s more, HREngine Express is just one 
example of how you can provide a user front-
end to work with HRServers suite. There are 
unlimited ways to create your own front-end 
based on the HREngine .Net objects, which is 
the same platform on which HREngine Express 
was designed.
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